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OUR PRODUCTS  
ENABLE YOU TO:

 Get Notified

 Respond Faster

 Arrive Informed

 Manage Effectively

 Go Home Safely

The Adashi Systems suite of products is the first and one-of-a-kind framework 
for coordinated, intelligent response. The Adashi Systems platform is specifically 
designed for public safety organizations to improve the staffing, notification, 
response, management, and reporting of critical incidents. Each product is 
supported by a user-friendly, intuitive interface to improve communication and 
effectiveness. The Adashi products seamlessly work together, giving public safety 
organizations an end-to-end tool. From beginning to end, we keep your information 
secure and ensure that it it recorded and transferred to the appropriate system. 
Use Adashi to make your department as safe, efficient, and organized as possible.

THE ADASHI SYSTEMS SUITE OF PRODUCTS

http://www.adashisystems.com
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Adashi RollCall

Adashi RollCall is a cloud-based staff 
scheduling and overtime management plat-
form specifically designed for public safety 
agencies. Adashi RollCall helps depart-
ments cut costs, save management time, 
and make more informed strategic staffing 
decisions. The product is responsive across 
any modern web browser or device, includ-
ing mobile phones and tablets.

 Real-time Staffing Views

  Extensive Labor and Management 
Reports

  Daily Roster for Export to Payroll

  Automatic Overtime Hiring

  Employee Certification Tracking

  Compliance with Union/Business 
rules

  Mobile Apps

  Breach Resolution Tool

  Vacation Picker/Scheduler

Adashi C&C

Adashi C&C is an interactive data dash-
board assisting the commander in effec-
tive decision-making. Adashi C&C features 
real-time collaboration, tactical planning, 
tracking, quick-touch resource manage-
ment, and reporting tools along with map-
based management. Commanders can 
view, place resources, and draw directly 
on maps, and share tactical instructions 
for real-time situational awareness and a 
common operating picture.

  ESRI Maps Compatible

  Navteq Street Maps Included

  Real-time Weather Integration

  CAD Integration

  RMS Integration

  Intuitive Touch-Screen Interface

  Real-time Logging of All Activities

  After Incident Reporting

  Enterprise Platform

  Web Independent - Internet  
Not Required

Adashi FirstResponse MDT

Adashi FirstResponse MDT gets you 
on scene faster with all the critical infor-
mation needed in the field. Direct interface 
with computer automated dispatch (CAD) 
auto-triggers a premiere navigation system 
along with relevant pre-plans, hydrants, 
detailed incident guidance, hazmat 
modeling, checklists, and more. Dispatch 
details appear in a clear, customizable 
display while AVL tracks and conveys the 
response unit’s position and status.

  Locally-stored Pre-plans

  Navigation and AVL

  Incident Action Plans

  Hazard Identification Tools

  Sensor Detection & Tracking

  Aerial Dispersion Modeling

  Pictometry Interface and Spatial 
Analysis Tools

  Secure Team Communications

  Easy CAD Integration

  Web Independent - Internet  
Not Required

Adashi is a leading provider of technology to emergency response agencies worldwide. Our team has many years 
of experience in the public safety industry, and our products are specifically-designed to help first responders. From 
before the start of a 9-1-1 call, Adashi’s software optimizes public safety staffing, response, and command until the fire 
is contained, the terrorists apprehended, and the medical condition stabilized.
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